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Mark Warner
Committee Clerk

Standing Committee on Public Administration
Legislative Council
Parliament House
Perth WA 6000

By email and by post: council@ arliament. wa.

Dear Mr Warner

Inquiry into the potential environmental contribution of recreational hunting
systems

I refer to the hearing of the above matter on 20 August 2014 and now enclose
RSPCA WA's Response to the Questions on Notice.

I seem to have misplaced the original of the Questions on Notice, and should be
grateful if you could provide me with a further copy of this document for my
records,

Please could you also provide a copy of the finalised transcript.
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WA Legislative Council Standing Committee on Public Administration
Inquiry into the Potential Environmental Contribution

of Recreational Hunting Systems

Response to questions on notice

Supplementary Information No. A1
recreational hunters

There are no reliable estimates of actual wounding rates occurring during ground shooting by
recreational hunters. This information is not recorded by hunters and is difficult for researchers
to obtain due to the ad hoc nature of recreational hunting activities and the lack of independent
audits of recreational hunting. Given the fact that recreational hunters are not required to
demonstrate competency or receive specific training, there is likely to be significant vanabitity in
outcomes, compared to professionalshooters.

Wounding rates and estimated times to death from professional shooters have been studied for a
number of situations. These report the outcomes that can be expected from skilled shooters under
best practice conditions. For example, in Australia, for camels shot during planned and
coordinated aerial culls by experienced and trained government shooters (see attached paper
from Jordan Hampton at al) a wounding rate of 0.4% wasfound, with a mean time to death of four
seconds.

16 September 2014

Information/statistics on wounding rates by

Overseas studies involving ground shooting of deer' and for wild impala' have reported similar
results. During a cull of 856 wild impata in the Mkuzi Game Reserve, South Artca by a marksman,
93% of animals were killed with only one shot (to the head) and 6% were wounded and then killed.
The average survival time for wounded animals was 30 seconds. No animals escaped wounded.
The animals were hunted at night with the aid of a spotlight to reduce animal stress prior to
shooting and to ensure a high proportion of animals were killed instantaneously. In this example,
the level of instantaneous unconsciousness quickly followed by death is coinparable to what is
achieved in commercial abattoirs (>94 % stunned instantly).

Supplementary Information No. A2 - Research that identifies what proportion of the
community do and don't support hunting

.

See attached market research conducted on behalf of RSPCA Australia in 2012. Interviews were
conducted in a nationwide online survey amongst a representative adult sample of 1958
individuals, specifically:

. Australianresidents

. 50150 split of males and females

. Aged 18-65years

. Representative of the spread of the adult population by location

. Range of household incomes/types approximating spread in adult population

I Cockram Ms, Shaw DJ, Milne E, Bryce R, MCClean C and Daniels MJ (2011). Coinparlson of effects of different methods of culling red
deer (Cervus etaphus) by shooting on behaviour and post inortam measurements of blood chemistry, muscle glycogen and carcass
characterlstics. Animol Welfare 20:21t. 224. http://WWW. ingentaconnecL. coin/content/ufaw/awlZ000/00000009/00000001/art00002
' Lewis AR, Pinchin AM and Kestin SC (1997). Welfare implications of the night shooting of wild impata (Aepyceros malampus). Animal
Welfare 6:123. ,31.
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The question asked was: "Do you believe hunting or shooting of animo!s for recreation is
acceptoble?" Nationally, 71% said 00 (62% of males, 81% of females). In WA this was higher than
the national average at 74%.

Provide references for the ineffectiveSupplementary Information No. A3
hunting/'pest animal control examples from RSPCA's original submission

In Tasmania, an investigation into methods of improving shooting of wallabies found that in two
nights of shooting, a single professional marksman achieved the same level of population reduction
as four recreational shooters were able to achieve in a year.

Source: Australian and Tasmanian Governments (2011) Alternatives to 1080 Program: A summary of research, extension
and demonstration activities funded and undertaken under the alternatives to 1080 program. Final report available at:
htt ://d i we. Las. ov. au/Documents/1080Re orcFINAL. df (page 301.

In New South Wales, 73,000 game and feral animals were removed from declared State forests
since March 2006, including 34,411 rabbits, 14,297 feral goats, 11,079 feral pigs and 6,738 foxes.

Source: NSW Game Council 2011-2012' annual report hit ://WWW. ar!jament. nsw. ov. au/ rod/Ia/Iatabdoc. nsf/
01be527262B4Ze3428ca257abd0012f95f/ FILE/Game%20Counci1%2011/2%20Annua1%20Re rt. of

In a Local Land Services newsletter, it was reported that the Darling and North West LHPAs and
the Western CMA worked together to undertake three large-scale, integrated programs to destroy
almost 10,000 ferat pigs. Areas targeted included the Bourke to Brewarrina section of the Banvon-
Darling River (250,000 ha), the Cuttaburra Basin and surrounds (1.10 million ha), and the area
adjacent to the Narran Lakes (250,000 ha). This means that recreational hunting removes roughly
the same amount of feral pigs over a six year period that can removed by a coordinated and
planned feral pig management program conducted over a manner of weeks.

Source: Local Land Services newsletter tissue 5-13 February 2013)

In the Gum Lagoon Conservation Park in South Australia, 65 recreational hunters over four days
were only able to kill 44 deer, while one professional marksman in a helicopter was able to kill
182 deer in four hours,

Source: Invasive Species Council essay "Is recreational hunting effective for feral animal control. available at:
hit ://invasive5.0r .au/files/2014/02/Essa Pro^Ct RecHuntin FeralContro!. of

,

There are more useful examples of ineffective recreational hunting activities in the Invasive
Species Council essay at the link referred to above.

END OF RESPONSE

3 Available at: htt ://WWW. aruament. nsw. ov. an/ rod/tallatabdoc. nsf/01be527262842e3428ca257abd0012f95f/ FILE/Game%20
Council%20/1/29"20Annuat%20Re rt. of
' Not available online
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Quantitative analysis of animal-welfare outcomes in helicopter
shooting: a case study with feral dromedary camels
(Camelus dromedarius)

Jordan O. Hampton""', Brendan D. Cowled' Andrew I. Perry' Conssa I. Miller'
Bidda/ones'andQuentinHartF ' , ,
'Ecoione Wildlife Veierinary Services, PO Box 1126, Canberra, ACT 2601, Australia.
'Murdoch University, 90 Soulh Street, Murdoch, WA 6150, Australia.
'AUSVeiAnimal Health Services, PO Box 1278, Toowoomba, Qld 4350, Austinlia.
'Kyabmm Veierinary Clinic, 77 MCCormick Road, Kyabram, Vic. 3620, AUSiralia.
'RSPCA Australia, PO Box 265, Deakin West, ACT 2600, Australia.
'Ninji One Limiied, PO Box 3971, Ajice Springs, NT 0871, Australia.
'Corresponding auihor. Email:j. hamp!on@ecotonewildlii^. coin

Abstract

Co, ,fad. Helicopter shooting is a common and effective toolfbrreducing overabundantwildlifb populations. However,
there is little quantitative information on the humaneness of Ihe method, leading to uncertainty in wildlife-management
pohcy. There is, subsequently. a need for an improved understanding of the welfare implications of helicopter shooting.

Ai",. Astudywas undertaken to infer the humaneness of helicoptershooting for a case study species, the fernldromedary
camel(Camelus of, Dined", f"s).

Menuods. Seven postmortem sindies ("= 715) and one ante~moriem study (" = 192) were undertaken during routine
helicopter shooting programs of flee-ranging camels. In these studies, we measured four animal-welfare parameters to
allow inference on the humaneness of the technique. These parameters were time to death, instantaneous death rate
(proportion of animals for which lime 10 death = 0). wounding Tale and location orbullct-wound tract. We also modelled
these welfare variables against hypothesised explanatory variables to assist improvement of future programs.

Keyres"I'S. Themeariwounding rotewas0.4%. and the killing efficacy of the techniquewas 99.6%. Mean timeto death
was 4 s, and mean instantaneous dealh rolewas 83%. Each animal displayed amean2.4bullei-wound tracts, with 75%, 63%
and 35% of animals shot at least once in the thorax, cronium and cervical spine, respectively. Regression analysis revealed
that the identity of the shooter and the nature of Ihe local vegetation were the most importani factors associated ^'ith an
animal experiencing an inferred instantaneous death or not.

Co, ,cmsio"s. Helicopter shooting offeral camels produces a very low wounding rate and rapid lime to death. Shooter
ideniity is the most important consideration for determining animal-welfare outcomes. InIProvements to Ihe humaneness
of programs can be made by increasing the rigour of shooter selection and training.

Implic", i@,, s. Wildlife killing methods Inust be demonstrated to be humane to receive public support; however, few
shooting methods are objectiveIy examined. Helicopter shooting can be independently examined and operators assessed.
Adoption of this examination template may allow continualimprovcmcni by industry as well as increasing SOCietal
acceptance of helicopter shooting.

Received 16 December 2013. accepted 2 May 2014, publislicd online 3 June 2014

Introduction

Helicoptershooting or culling has been antploycd worldwide as
a management 1001 for Ihe control of large invasive maininals
for several decades ITUstin and Challies 1978: Calmpbell tv tit
2010). The efficacy of the technique has been demonsimied,
particularly for high-density populations of large invasive
herbi\, ores and in remote or inaccessible sinnations in which

alternative control methods have proven ineffective leg. Smith
ei n1. 19R6). Several studies have examined factors affecting

J"umai conipil"lion @ CSIR0 21114

the efficacy of helicopter shooting techniques (e. g. Hone 1990:
Saundcrs 1993; Bayne at a!. 2000), but a quantitative study of
relevant animal-welfare painingers has riot been published for
the helicoptershooting of any species. Consequently, perception
rather Ihan scientific evaluation has driven helicopter shooting
policy. Increasingly contentious perceptions of the animal-
welfare implications of the technique have seen its use
discontinued in the inariagcment of some species in some
jurisdictions (e. g. Nimmo and Miller 2007).

\\\, w. publish. CSiro. attooumalswr
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The importance of animal welime in wildlife management
is receiving increasing recogiition. The two most important
datenninants of welfare outcome for any killing method are
widely accepted as the dumtion and intensity of suffering
experlenced by the animal(Me110r and Litin 2004). Because
of the difficulty and subjectivity inherent in assessing intensity
of suffering, quaniification of duraiion of suffering has been
recognised as the most practical approach for the assessment
of animal-welfare outcomes for killing methods (Menor and
Littin 2004; Knudsen 2005). Several recent studies have
assessed the duration of suffering associated with trapping
IC. g, Warburton at at. 2008), poison baiting (e. g. Cowled at o1.
2008) and drowning (e. g. Ludders ei o1. 1999), but very few
have assessed shooting (Knudsen 2005). Recent sindies have
highlighted the general absence of scientifically rigorous
examinations of wildlife-shooting outcomes (Caude11 2013)
and the poor scientific rigour of the existing Iileramre (Daoust
@101. 2014). A IQmplate forthe empirical assessment oftenesrrial
shooting programs was developed for the present study, using
parameters developed for the assessment of whale-killing
methods (Kestin 1995; Knudsen 2005; Brakes and Donoghue
2006). The template requires a combination of rune- and post-
moriem observations to elucidate lime to death CFrD),
instantaneous death rate (!DR), wounding rate (ERj and
anatomical locations of bullet-wound tracts. We arc unaware

of any published examples of studies 10 subjeci helicopter
shooting to rigorous animal-welfare assessment and these
parameters have remained unquantified for the technique

Feinl camels (Cqme!"s d, Dinedanus) are an invasive species
foilnd only in and areas of Australia. Although their populations
have existed for decades (Edwards ei a1. 2001), recent
appreciation of their environmental, cultural and agricultural
impacts (sec Edwards of a1. 2010; Vaarzon-Morel and
Edwards 2012) has led to population-managemeni programs
being implemenicd. The Australian Feral Camel Management
Project(AFCMP) was initiated in 2009 to provide a coordinated
national approach forthe management of the species (Vaaizon-
Morel and Edwards 2012). Although ground shooting and live
capture have been used as removal tools at a local scale (see
Pople and MCLeod 2010), rcmoteness and low animal density
have dictaied Ihai helicopter shooting has been the primary
component of management efforts (Edwards at a1. 2004b;
Druckcr at "I. 2010). A model national SIandard operating
procedure (Sharp 2010) exists for helicopter shooting in
Australia, and the AFCMP SGI contractual requirements for
qualified government helicopter shooters to comply with this.
Aprocess of ongoing verification andfcedbackwasimplemenied
to assess compliance, and these provided an opportunity for the
collection of data relevant to animal-welfare outcomes. The aim

of the preseni study was to provide an objective, quaniitaiive
assessment of the humaneness offeral-camel helicoptershooiing
operations through a combination of ante- and POSi-inortem
observations

comply with the current model national standard operating
procedure (Sharp 2010) and Civil Aviation Safety Authority
regulations. Shooters operated from Robinson ' 44 (R44)
helicopters (Robinson Helicopter Co. , Tomnce, CA, USA),
flown by pilots with low-level flying experience, as per Sharp
(2010). Two types of semi-automatic firearms were used,
namely, an MIA (Springfield Ninory, Geneseo, IL, USA),
and an LR-308 (DPMS Panther Alms, SI Cloud, MN, USA).
Bothritleswerechambered in 0,308 Winchester*(7.62 x 51mm
NATO) calibre. Ammunition used was 150 grain Winchester
PowerPoint soft-nose (Winchesin, Morgan, UT, USA) or 150

Federal' soft-point (Federal Premium Ammunition,grain
NIOka, Ml. I, USA). Rifles were fitted with open sights,
electronic Eotech" holographic sights (L-3 Communications,
EDIech, Ann Arbor, Ml, USA) or electronic Aimpoint red-dot
sights (Aimpoint AB, Maim6, Sweden), Shooting procedures
were specified by Sharp (2010) and consisted of cranium and
thorax aim pornis, repeal shooting of animals and the
performance of a fly-back' procedure after shooting, as a
means of reducing the risk of non-fatal injury to Ihe animal
(Sharp 2010). Shooting distances for this procedure were
estimated as 2-loin. Fly-back procedures observed consisted
of returning 10 all animals, to fire additional shots (Sharp 2010).

J. 0. Hampton at al.

J

Ante-inortem observations

One helicopter shooting operation was examined in May 2013,
incentralAustralia(Fig. I). Nitridepcndentobserverstationedina
separateR44helicoptertimed ante-in onemevents fortheshooting
of fernl camels. The observing helicopter flew as close to the
shooting helicopter as was reasonably possible 10 allow the
observer the clearest and nearest line of sight to the shooting
eveni. This generally consisted of the observing helicopter
flying ~30m directly above the shooting helicopter. From this
proximity, ampursuit and shooting events wereablc lobe observed

Materials and meIhods

Shooting practices
Helicopter shooting operations are highly regulated in Australia,
and allshooting operations under Ihe AFCMP were required 10

Location o151udies

Sitidy type
. Ame-moriem

. POSl. inorlem

,

\

~.

.

Fig. I. Lcreaiion of the seven POSi-nioriem SIudy sites (black dotsl and one
anIe-nonem study siie (grey do I) used In assess Ihe heIicopier shooiing of
dromedary camels ICU",,, ms drn, ",, darn, slim Austinlia belween November
2011 and May 2013
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Animal welfare alld hemopier shooting

and accurately timed. Observer bias was minirwiscd by observing
allshooting events Ithat could be clearly seen. Foreach animal, the
observer recorded the interval between the firstshot being fired at
an animal and the moment the animal fell and did not move
(TrD), as per convention (Le^, is @I o1. 1997; Knudsen 2005;
Padrer ei a!. 2006; Cockiam at a1. 2011). As this methodology
does not nomiii observation of physiological responses (e. g.
warburton ei o1. 2(1081. insensibility owing to neurolmuma (e. g.
Knudsen and gen 2003) can be confused wiih death. Assuming
that repeat shooting is perlbnned, animals are unlikely 10
experience a return to sensibility (as per Grandin 2002),
ensuring that this linersure ofTrD provides an accurate estimate
of duration of suffering. The proportion of animalsforwhich TrD
was zero (lDR) was also determined, as per Kestin (1995).

Post-mortem examinations

Seven separate helicopter shooting operations, defined as I-2-
weekmanagementprogmms, werecxamined betweenNovcmber
2011 and May 2013, in different areas of Australia (Fig. I)
Eleven different shooters were assessed, ranging from two to
Ihrec for each shooting operation. Post-mortem investigations,
and the recording of several variables, were made by three
independent veterinarians within 4h of shooting. A nori-
random sampling shalegy was employed, whereby large social
groups were selected for observation aftershooting. All animals
from each selected social group were examined. Observers, riot
shootsrs, selected animal groups 10 be inspected, to reduce the
possibility for changed shooting behaviour related to the
presence o11he observer.

Because of the inspection of animals in sill, * the open nature
of the vegetation (see Fig. 2) and the presence of inariipulablc
substrate, environmental painmeiers were also recorded from Ihe
immediate proximity of each animal. The presence or absence
of 'blood tmils' and evidence of 'paddling' or 'thrashing' in
manipulable substrate wasrecorded. Blood trails were defined as
pools or drops of blood reinoved from the animal's final resting

place, consistent with the animal travelling after having first
been shot, as per Causey ei a!. (1978). Blood-twillength was
measured using a Leupold' roc 600 range finder (Leupold,
Beaverton, OR, USA). Paddling was defined as visible
disturbance of sand, soil or vegetation around the animals' feet
or head, otanirounding blood spray, consistent with recoinbent,
immobile, conscious pre-mottom flailing or linesbing. We also
recorded GPS location, approximate age (body size), sex,
recumbency position and the size of the social group for
inspected animals. GPS coordinates were recorded with a
Garniin' Etrex H handheld GPS receiver (Gumin, Kansas
City, MO, USA). The vegetation type in which each animal
was found was attributed to one of the following three broad
categories: woodland, grassland oropen (sand duneorclaypan).

Gross pathology of vital and non-largel organs adjibuiable
10 injuries of the bullet-wound met were recorded following
the principles of Honerman at o1. (1990) and Di Mai0 (1999).
Bullet wound-tractlocaiions were recorded as perurquhart and
MCKendrick (2003, 2006), by assigning tracts to the anatomical
zone displaying the most damage. As per previous ungulate
shooting studies, fatal target zones were considered to be the
cranium, cervical spine and thorax (Urquhart and MeKeridrick
2003, 2006; Cockram at o1. 2011; Stewart and Veverka 2011).
Quantification of the number of fresh bullet-wound tracts has
been demonstrated for carcasses skinned and suspended in
controlled ex sitar conditions (e. g. RSPCA Australia 2002;
Uruuhart and MCKcndrick 2003, 2006). Such quantification is
more difficult for large, entire animals inspected in situ, but
avoids the problems of shooter selection of carcasses and
removed body parts (e. g. RSPCA Australia 2002; UrquhaTi
and MCKendrick 2003). Wounding rate IWR) was defined as
the proportion of animals shot but notkilled (sens" Stonnereinl.
1979) and was elucidated as per Div^an at a1. (2011), as the
proportion of immobile animals found alive. This methodology
may underestimate WR. because iruocsnot account formobilc,
wounded animalsand is dependentonthe duntionoftheinterval
between shooting and observation. Killing efficacy was defined
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o101her dead fernl camels in the background Iai and Ihe presence ora 'blood hail' leading to Ihe animal(b).
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us the proportion of largeicd animals that were killed (se"SII
Do Ibceret"I. 1991), and in this context, it wasdcfiriedas I - WR.

Statistical analysis
Analyses of post-mortem data were pertonned to delennine the
influence of several recorded variables on the likelihood of an
animal being killed instantaneously (humaneness). Shooting
o11tcomes were dichotomiscd 10 those animals experiencing an
inferred instantaneous death (110) and Ihose that were not.
Animals deemed 10 have experienced an 110 were considered
10 be thosethat satisfied all of the following fourcriteria:(I)dead
when examined, (2) absence of a blood trail, (3) absence of
paddling, and (4) at Ieasi one bullet-wound tract 10 the cranium,
thorax or cervical spine. Several explanatory variables were
collected that were considered potentially jinpor:ant to Ihe
occurrence of 110 or might have been confounders of any
observed statistical relationship. These included:

(1) individual shooter (11 shooters),
(2) estimated age of camel (juvenile or adult),
(3) camel herd size (number of camels),
(4) vegetation (three vegetation types: open, grassland,

woodland),
(5) sex of animal(male or fomale), and
(6) number of bullet wounds (count).

In addition, the distance hem, een nearest neighbours was
calculated as'a Euclidean distance between all non-solitary
camels. Bivariable analyses were conducted to describe Ihc
association betwecn each variable and humaneness
Additionally. several multivariable models were implemented,
with each model representing additional plausible a p, jolt
hypotheses. These multivariable models modelled associations
between cxplanatory variables and outcome 110, while
controlling for potentially confounding variables. All models
coivariable and multivariable) were generalised linear models
wiih a log odds link funciion. All models (bivariable and
multivariable) were then assessed using infomiation-theoretic
approaches, to delcrmine which models {hypotheses) were best
supported by Ihe data (Bumham and Anderson 2002; Buntam
at at. 2011). Akaike infonnation criterion (A1C) values and
model weights (wj) were used to compare relative support for
each model. All models in the set were used to estimate
parameters with niodel averaging. The natural-average method
(BuntamandAiiderson2002)wasused, wherebytheparameier
estimate foreachpredictorisaveraged only over models in which
that predictor appears and is weigliied by the summed weights
of those models (Grueber er a1. 2011). This was implemented
with the MUMint package in R (Banon 2013). Relative variable
importance was calculated for each variable by summing the
A1Cwcightsacrossallmodelsinthesetwherethevariableoccurs.

The following a p, ,jolt multivariable hypotheses were
examined using inuliivariable logistic regression models:

Hypothesis I: shooter identity
Some shooters are more skilled than others, resulting in better
animal-welfare outcomes. However, vegetation type may
confound observed associations, wiih more highly skilled
shooters in less opiimallandscapes likely 10 have less optiinal

shooting outcomes than expected (e. g. Bayne at at. 2000). The
number of bullet wounds may also confound an association.
because a less highly skilled shooter may be more cautious and
use more shots to ensure titat all animals are killed humanely.
Conversely, less experienced shooters may have been
ovcrconfident and used I^wershots Ihan is optimal. The model
used had the fortn:

log ^= 80 + BIShooier
"I-P

+ 82Vegetationtype +83Wounds,

where P=probability of outcome and Bj. j are the esiimatcd
coefficients for the model.

Hypothesis 2: vegetation type
Vegetation type influences animal-welfare outcome because
some high-canopied vegetation types (e. g. woodland) can
make it difficult 10 shoot camels humanely, for example,
because of increased shooting distance between the camels
and the helicopter. However, vegetation type may also
influence camel-group structuse, which also affecis weIthre
outcomes (e. g. older male camels are harder 10 shoot
humanely because their thicker bone structure provides greater
resistance to bullet penetration). Hence, camel biological
measures such as sex. age and herd size wcre included 10
control confounding. The model used had the fom,

log ^ = Bo + BjVegetation type+ 82Sex
'I-P

+ BAAge + 84Herd Size.

Hypothesis 3: group size and structure
Group structureis an interaction between sex andage, and ismosi
important to welime outcomes. Older male camels are more
difficult to kill humanely, so sex and age were included. An
interaction teamforsex and agewasalso tested formclusion in the
model. However, thenumber of animals in a herd also influences
the behaviour of the shooter and, hence, is included to control
confounding. The model used had the fomi

J, 0. 11amjitoi, coy o1.

,

+ 83Herd Size + 84SCX X Age.

Hypothesis 4: combined
A combination of camel herd structure. shooter type and
vegeiation type affccts success of shooting and, hence, welfare
outcomes. All variables arc included in the model. The model
used had the font

log, ^ = 80 + BISex+82Age+83ShooterI-P~
+ 84Herd Size + BSWounds + 86Vcgetation
+ B, Sex x Age.

log, ^= Bin + BISex + 82AgeI - P

Results

An!e-ino1tem observations

ITD was recorded for camels subjected to helicopter shooting
(" = 192) and ranged front O to 242 s (mean; 4 s, 9596 Cl: I^is).
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Animal welliire and Ilelicopier shooting

Mean IDR (95% Cl) was 83% (77-88%). Mean TTD for non-
instantaneously killed animals (, I=321 was 22s (95% Cl:
11-33 s).

POSl-moriem examinations

Of 715 animals subjected to post-mortem examination, 712
(99.6%) were dead and three (0.4%) were found alive when
examined within 4h of shooting. Killing efficacy was hence
99.6% (959" C1: 99.1-100.0%) and WR 0.4% (95% Cl:
O 0.9%). Seventy per cent of camels were shot in grassland
\'egetation (9590 C1: 66-73%), 21% were shot in open
vegetation (9590 C1: 18-24%), and 9% where shot in
woodland vegetation 195% C1: 7-11%). The proportion of
examined camels shot by each individual shooter varied from
3% to 15%. More fomales Ihari males (52 : 48) and more adults
than juveniles (68 : 32) were present in the sample, and mean
(mean a: s. d. ) mob sinewas 16 =L 11 animals. PairwiseEuclidean
distance between each dead camel and its nearest neighbour
within a social group (, I= 703) was 28 in (9596 C1: 25 30m).
The number of bullet-wound tracts per animal was 2.4:^ 0.9,
with a runge of orig and eight bullet-wound tracts.

Severity-live percent(95% C1: 72 78%) of animals displayed
at least one bullet-wound tract in the thorax, 63% (95% Cl:
59-68%) in the cronium, and 35% (95% C1: 32-39%) in the
cervical spine. Ninety-eight per cent (95% C1: 97- 99%) of
animals displayed at least one bullet-wound tract affecting the
cranium and/or thorax andor cervical spine. Of non-target
anatomical zones, 12% (95% C1: 9-14%) of animals displayed
at least one bullet-wound tract in the forelimbs, and 9% (95%
C1: 7-11%) in the abdomen, All animals shoiin Ihesc non-
target zones also displayed at least one bullet-wound tract
affecting a target zone. Fifteen per cent 195% C1: 12 -18%) of
animals were found maposition of sternalrecumbency (Fig. 201
and 859" (95% C1: 82-88%) in lateral recoinbency (Fig. 2b).
Blood trails (sec Fig. 2b) were associated with 3% (95% Cl:
24%)of animals, with amearllcngthof27m(95%C1:1142m)
and a range of I-140 in. Twenty-Onepercent(95%Cl: 18-24%)
of camels displayed evidence of pre-moriem paddling. Seveniy-
seven percent(95%C1: 7480%) orcamels wereassesscdunder
these criteria as 110. generating an inferred post-mortem IDR of
7796 (7480%). There was close siinilari^, between the inforrcd

post-moriem IDR and the observed ante-inortcnilDR 183%;
77-88%).

Predittors of instantaneous death

The following three models were wellsupported: the bivariable
shooter model, the multivariable shooter identity and combined
models (see Table I). 'Model averaging' indicated that the
individual-shooter variable was the most important variable
across all models. Additionally, some CDVariates \VCre assumed
to be associaied with the outcome when model-averaged odds
fujios were calculated twith 9596 confidence intervals) for all
covariates. These werc individualshooters, vegetation (wooded)
categories, being male and the internction term between sex
and age Crable 2). The presence of woodland vegetation, in
particular, was interesting ITable 2; odds ratio 0.50; 0.26-0.97).

Wildli/@ Re. searcl,

Discussion

The present paper provides this first detailed assessment of the
animal-welfare implications of helicoptershooting, an importani
wildlife-management tool worldwide. Through combining ante-
and post-mortem observations, we were able to quantity the
critical paremcters of killing efficacy (99.6%), wounding role
(0.4%), time 10 death (4s), observed instantaneous death rate
(83%) and bullet wound-Incllocations, for the helicopter
shooting of real camels, The elucidation of shooter identity
and the nature of the local vegetation as important pammeters
in delennining the animal-welfare outcome for any individual
arc useful to allow improvements to future helicopter shooting
progmms.

Shooter identity was found to be Ihe most imponant factor
delennining Ihc humaneness of individual animal outcomes.
Shooter identity is likely to reflect a combination of shooter
selection. training, experience and skill. The critical
importance of shooter training has been demonstmied by
various studies in wildlife management (e. g. Daoust and
Camgue1 2012) and military performance (e. g. Thinon at al.
2003). Standard operating procedures guiding helicopter
shooting practices also stress the critical importance of shootcr
training and experience (Sharp 2010). Tlie implications for
filmre improvemenis to the technique of helicopter shooting
are positive. Shooter performance has a very large impact on

E

Table I. Values or Akaike informalion crilerion (A1q and other model comparison paramelers for model
salec, ion, using informalion-Iheorelic approaches (Burnham and Anderson 2002; Burnham " a1. 20/11

The probability orihe bivariable shooierandmullivariable shooter Ideniiiyand combined models archighand. clearly. Ihe
data support lhese Ihree models. Models are lisied from most slipj, Dried to least supported

Hyj, o1hesis jinodel}

Shooter

Combined

Shooter iden, iiy
Vegeiaiion 4.11c
Vegetation type
Age
Number orwnunds

Herd SIZE

Group size and siructure
Sex

NIImbcrofesiimaied

panineiers (K)

11

18

14

3

6

2
,

Bias conedcd

A1C (A1Cc)

.

704.8

706.3

706.3

762.6

766.2

767.3

767.6

767.8

768.6

769 2

2

5

2

A1Cc

differences IAI

o

1.48

1.52

57.8

61.44

62.47

62.85

62.97

63.84

6-141

Probability
IAkaike weightj

0514

0,245

0241

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
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CDCmcieni

lintelcept)
ShootsrB (Ref^teni A1
ShooterC

ShooterD

ShooierE

ShooierF

ShooierG

ShooierH

Shooierl

ShooierJ

ShooterK

VCgcla!ion TypeO IReferent Gi
Vegelalion TypeW
Number orbulleiwounds

Sex (relerent malej
Age (refereniju\enne}
Herd size

Intendion Isex : agei

Table2. 'Model. averaged' parameter esiima, co

Estimate

0.74

-0.46

2.02

1.69

0.55

0.26

0.36

1.56

2.59

0.12

2.25

-0.50

-0.69

0.02

0.50

41.1 I

-0.02

1.00

animal-welfare outcomes and this is potentially inariipulable
through shooter selection and training. The purromiance of
Ihe helicopter pilot is a potentially importani variable relating
to the slability and proximity of the shooting platform that
we werc unable to assess in the present study because of
confidentiality concenis, We recommend consideration of the
infilencc of piloi and aircraft identity for future helicopter
shooting studies.

Woodland vegetation was associated with relatively poor
animal-welfare ouicomes. The association belween woodland

(high-carlopicd vegeiation)and pooranimal-welfare outcomes is
unsurprising, given the paramouniimporiancc of visibniiy and
proximity in belicopiershooting (Bayne or "I. 2000). Helicopter
shooting programs in areas of high-carlopied vegeiation have
been shown to be less efficient in detecting animals and less
timeemcient in killing detected animals than those in areas of
low-canopied vegetation (Choquenot at of. 1999; Baync ei al.
2000). Avoiding shooiing animals while they are in high-
canopied vegetation is likely 10 improve Ihe humaneness of
helicopter shooiing. Some uncontrollable factors that cannot
be manipulated, such as animal age and sex, were found 10 be
significanilyassociaied with welfareouicome. Overall, theresulis
of our study suggested that shooter managemeniand negeiation
type arc the two areas Ihai require consideration for future
improvements to be made to animal-welfare outcomes

The potential to wound and not kill animals is inherent in all
remote-killing methods IKnudscn 2005), Our estimated wounding
rate of 0.4% was considerably lower than those reported for other
hunting methods. The best donorneiitcd wounding rates are 10 be
found in waterfowl hunting ('crippling rate' e. g. Nonr errr!. 2007;
Schulz ei at. 2013), marine-mammal hunting ('sinick and 10si
rate' e. g. Kestin 1995) and bow hunting (e. g. Gregory 2005)
Daoust ei "I. (2014) argued jinai 'struck and lost' rates should
riot be compared wiih 'wounding' rates, because '10st' (non-
recovered) animals may be dead or penmancnily irisensiblc. In
addition. several studies of terrestrial rifle shooting have relied on

S. G.

0.38

054

0.69

0.81

0.39

o. 38

0.54

0.67

0.79

0.37

0.52

0.34

0.33

011

0.25

0.29

0.01

0.44

Oddsratiu 95% Cl

2.09 11.00-4.38)
0.63 {0.22- 1.8 11
7.52 {1.94-29,081
5.40 (1.11-26,191
1,7410.81-3701
1.30 10.62-2731
1.44 to. 49-4,121
4.78 11.28- 17.89)

13.39 12.87-62,421
1.13 10.55-2.3 11
9.5 I (3.41-26,511
0.60 to. 3 I - 1,171
0.50 10260.971
1.02 10.82- 1,271
06/10.37-0.99)
0.90 10.5 I- 1571
o. 98 to. 96 10/1
2.72 11.146. Sol

I. 0. 11ampion e, o1.

Relative \ ;1/1able

importance

,

0.49

049

0.49

0.24

0.24

0.24

0.24

hunier-reported wounding rates (e. g. Bindshaw and Bateson
2000). However, the sindies ofNieman @In1. (1987) and Schulz
at, 11. (2013) demonshaied Ihaihunlcrstcnd to underestimate their
wounding rate, compared with that estimated by an independent
observer. These hadings highlighted the difficulty in attempting
to make direct comparisons between studies employing different
methods to assess antmal"welfare outcomes.

The mean time 10 death of4s reported in the present study is
indicative of the duration of suffering from shooting. Time to
death does riot quantity Ihc duration of stress owing to helicopter
pursuit (e. g. DCxtcr 1996; Linklater and Cameron 2002) before
death, as per Sharp and Saunders (2011). This could not be
recorded in our study. Feral camels have been observed to
display subdued flight responses 10 Ihe presence of helicopters
when compared with other large herbivore species (Sharp 2010).
The criteria used 10 estimate lime to death were those used in
published studies of terrestrial shooting(Lewis eta1.1997; Faker
@1n1, 2006; Cockram errr1. 2011). Estimates of time 10 death from
an aerial platfonn, as in our study, are likely to be more accurate
than for ground-based observers, because of superior visibility
(Knudsen 2005). However, the inability of visual observations
to assess an animal's physiological responses (e. g. Warburton
era!. 2008) meansthat the method employed may underestimate
time to death, For a discussion of the criteriaused 10 assess deant
and insensibility, sec Knudsen (2005). The mean dumtion of
suffering associated with heIicopier shooiing is much lower than
for other wildlife-killing nicthods, including infectious agenis
(e. g. Sawiders elfi1. 2010), transport and slaughter (e. g. Sharp
and Saunders 2011), poison baiting (e. g. Cowled tv o1. 2008),
fumigation (Marks 20119), killtraps (e. g. Warbur:on CTC, I. 2008)
and dro^wing (e. g. Ludders e! a1. 1999).

There is inherent instability involved in helicopter shooting.
because a moving larger is shot from a moving platfonn. This
instability dictates that helicopter shooting may be considered
imprecise when compared with shooting methods elmploying a
stable platform 10 fire at a stable target. This is reflected in our
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observed instantaneous death rate (83%) being lower than those
reported for some profbssional ground shooting Inclhods (e. g.
Lewis era1. 1997; 93%). However, the helicopter platfonn offers
several advantages that offset the loss in precision, including
superiorproximity, inariocuwability, visibility and easeoftcpcat
shooting (Wade 1976). Darting wildlife from helicopters, a
technique requiring compareble precision levels to shooting, is
widely practiced andacccptcdashumane(e. g. Ballardei01.1982;
Golden at o1. 2002; woolnough at a1. 2012). Although repeat
shooting has been inferred as evidence of non-instantaneous
death by some studies (e. g. Butterworth and Richardson
2013), it is encouraged in many foms of hunting (Knudsen
2005) and is a mandatory practice for helicopter shooting as a
means of reducing the risk of non-fitalinju, y (Sharp 2010).
Repeat-shooting practices using semi-automatic fireamis in our
study resulted in a mean of 24 bullet-wound tracts per animal,
a mean minimum distance between cohort animals of 28 in and
a mean time to dealh of4s.

Shooting methods utilising a stable plait'omi, such as ground
shooting, may have the capacity for increased precision, but
are subject 10 o1hcr factors Ihat may hinder animal-welfare
ouicomes. Ground shooting methods involving rifles often
require shooting over long distances, reducing the capacity for
repeat shooting, and contributing 10 the potential for escape of
wounded animals (Bradshaw and Bateson 2000; Sharp and
Saunders 2011). Ground shooting methods are generally
poorly regulated and their outcomes are consequently highly
varlable (e. g. Lewis or o1. 1997; RSPCA Australia 2002; Noer
el at. 2007). In the context of management, helicopter shooting
is utilised as a landscape-scale population-reduction tool in
which all dolecied animals are targeted (Edwards at at. 20040:
Forsyih elf, I. 2013), whereas ground shooting involves Ihe
targeting of a selected number of individual animals. This
selectivity may improve the ability of ground shooting 10
achieve high animal-well^re outcomes for selected animals in
some contexts (e. g. Lcwis ei at, 1997), but severely limits its
utility as a 1001 for population management (Campbell and
Long 2009; Forsyth era1. 2013). There is currently a lack of
rigorous data available pertaining 10 ground shooting methods
(e. g. Ben-Ami e, a1. 2014), reducing potential for meaningful
comparisons to bu made between ground and helicopter
shooting methods leg. Forsyih ei at. 2013). We encourage Ihe
adaption of our study methods for the assessment of animal-
welfare outcomes horn contentious ground shooting programs.

We conclude Ihaianimal-welfareparameierscanbequantified
for helicopter shooting. By combining antc- and post-moriein
observations, we were able 10 benchmark humaneness standards
and explanatory factors associated with them. Helicopicr
shooting of foral camels gencratcd a comparatively low mean
wonnding rate and lime to dealh through the advantages orclose
proximity, high inarioctivmbility, high visibility towing to open
\'egetation and large animal size), and the practice of repeat
shooting. The technique is associated with a shorter average
dumtion of suffering than for most niethods of lethal
population control. The identificaiion of important variables
affecting the animal-welfare o11tcomes of helicopter shooiing is
instrtictivc forthc refinement of standard operating procedures and
the improvement of future outcomes. Our study has provided a
template that can be applied 10 assess other helicopter shooting

programs. including Ihosc targeting contentious species such as
wild horses (Eq, ,I'S cabal!,,,).
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201.2 Recreational Shooting & Hunting
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201.2 Recreational Shooting & Hunting
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201.2 Recreational Shooting & Hunting

Rec. Hunting/Shooting Participation %
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